The channel coupling effect is discussed for the two-channel amplitude when the threshold of the second channel is very high. The amplitude is written as the sum of the pure elastic term and the channel coupling term. In the low energy region in the first cbannel, the channel coupling term can be approximated by the modified Born term of an elementary particle (Z3~0) or intermediate one (Z3=0) corresponding to the cases whether the pure elastic term of the second channel contains a bound state or not, respectively. It is proposed to classify particles and resonances to three categories according to the dynamical origin of them. § 1. Introduction
Recently it ,vas noted that lye should introduce a CDD pole in the onechannel lV / D eq llation ,yith inelastic unitaritv, if other channel contains a bound state in the absence of the coup1ing bet,\~een channels.1)~8) Further, it 'was noted that the one-channel calculation with inelastic unitarity fails if the coupling between channels is 'Tery strong.
g )
In studying these problems, it ,vas usual to apply the Bjorken's matrix lVD-1 method 10 ) to the full amplitude. In order to see the channel coupling effects in details, however, it may be more appropriate to treat the full amplitude as a sum of the pure elastic term and the channel coupling term. Such a treatment can be done by the double N/D method.
ll )
In tbis paper, we study the channel coupling effect, using the double N/D method, in tbe two-channel model when the threshold of the second channel is very high compared ,vith that of the first channel. We consider such an extreme example not only because lye can simplify the situation, but also because ,ye are interested in the possible existence of massive urbaryons as a building block of hadrons and the possible effects of them on hadron dynamics. 12 ) Such problems 'were studied by one of authors (K. K.y:l) using the t,vo-channel direct interaction model, and by U ehara14) using the two-channel amplitude 'with the pole approximation for the left-hand discontinuity. Here we consider a more general situation without restricting the form of the left-hand discontinuity. We see that the channel coupling term in the first channel can be identified with the modified Born term of an eZcmcJztar:-.' particle (Z3'/=0) or that of an intermediate The channel coupling effect is discussed for the two-channel amplitude when the threshold of the second channel is very high. The amplitude is written as the sum of the pure elastic term and the channel coupling term. In the low energy region in the first cbannel, the channel coupling term can be approximated by the modified Born term of an elementary particle (Z3~0) or intermediate one (Z3=0) corresponding to the cases whether the pure elastic term of the second channel contains a bound state or not, respectively. It is proposed to classify particles and resonances to three categories according to the dynamical origin of them. § 1. Introduction Recently it ,vas noted that lye should introduce a CDD pole in the onechannel lV / D eq llation ,yith inelastic unitaritv, if other channel contains a bound state in the absence of the coup1ing bet,\~een channels.1)~8) Further, it 'was noted that the one-channel calculation with inelastic unitarity fails if the coupling between channels is 'Tery strong.
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) to the full amplitude. In order to see the channel coupling effects in details, however, it may be more appropriate to treat the full amplitude as a sum of the pure elastic term and the channel coupling term. Such a treatment can be done by the double N/D method.
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In tbis paper, we study the channel coupling effect, using the double N/D method, in tbe two-channel model when the threshold of the second channel is very high compared ,vith that of the first channel. We consider such an extreme example not only because lye can simplify the situation, but also because ,ye are interested in the possible existence of massive urbaryons as a building block of hadrons and the possible effects of them on hadron dynamics.
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Such problems 'were studied by one of authors (K. K.y:l) using the t,vo-channel direct interaction model, and by U ehara14) using the two-channel amplitude 'with the pole approximation for the left-hand discontinuity. Here we consider a more general situation without restricting the form of the left-hand discontinuity. We see that the channel coupling term in the first channel can be identified with the modified Born term of an eZcmcJztar:-.' particle (Z3'/=0) or that of an intermediate one (Z3 = 0) in the terminology of Ida/ 5 ),*) if the second channel contains a bound state or not, respectively.
In analysing nN phase shifts, MichaePO) proposed to treat the partial-wave amplitude as a sum of the background term and the particle term. The particle term is nothing but the modified B01'n term in the Green's function approach/ 5 ) and ,ve see that the term may be introduced as an effect of hidden channels on low-lying cha11l~els.
In § 2 we clarify in the one-channel model the relation between eDD parameters and the modified Born terms as a preliminary study to the next section. In § § 3 and 4 we consider the two-channel model for the cases when the pure elastic term for the secoi1d channel has a bound state at s= S2 or not.
In § 5 we discuss the classification of the particles and resonances according to the dynamical OrIgm of them. § 2. The CDD pole in elastic scattering
In this section we consider S-\vave amplitude T(s) of two scalar mesons with mass ;n, and assume that it satisfies the elastic unitarity as follc)\vs:
where If the left-hand discontinuity v (5) of T(s}. is kncnvl1, the simplest solution
where Land R denote the left-and right-hand cuts. On the other hand, the solution T(s) =N In analysing nN phase shifts, MichaePO) proposed to treat the partial-wave amplitude as a sum of the background term and the particle term. The particle term is nothing but the modified B01'n term in the Green's function approach/ 5 ) and ,ve see that the term may be introduced as an effect of hidden channels on low-lying cha11l~els.
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In the follo\Ylng \\-e discuss (he C(1SC when So docs not appear below the threshold, for si mp1iciiy. vVe can deflne the unTcnormalized yertex function rn(s) and t11e unrenormali%ed propagator Au' (s) for the particle associated ,\-iih the CDD pole by
If D (.'I) \Tanishes at s= /(2 belO\\' the threshold, I n '-1 (s) also yanishes at the same point and \\'e obtain the renormalized yertcx FI-(s) =Z3 
3'
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In the follo\Ylng \\-e discuss (he C(1SC when So docs not appear below the threshold, for si mp1iciiy. vVe can deflne the unTcnormalized yertex function rn(s) and t11e unrenormali%ed propagator Au' (s) for the particle associated ,\-iih the CDD pole by In this and follmving sections "\ve consider a two-channel model in which each channel contains tV{O spinless particles with equal masses in S-"\vave. V\T e assume that the t\yo-channe1 amplitude T(s) satisfies the unitarity relation 1m T=TtpT, (18) where
In Eq. (19), In and 111 denote the masses of the scattering particles 111 the first and the second channel, respectively. Throughout this paper we concentrate our attention on the case 1Jl~11.,f. If the left-hand discontinuity*) of the amplitude
is kno"\vn and any other free parameters are absent III res), we may solve T(s)
by the double N/ D method.
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We write T (s) as a sum of the pure eYastic term and the channel coup! ing term as follows: In this and follmving sections "\ve consider a two-channel model in which each channel contains tV{O spinless particles with equal masses in S-"\vave. V\T e assume that the t\yo-channe1 amplitude T(s) satisfies the unitarity relation 1m T=TtpT, (18) where
We write T (s) as a sum of the pure eYastic term and the channel coup! ing term as follows: 
where
We write T (s) as a sum of the pure eYastic term and the channel coup! ing term as follows:
K. F:'illOS!Z ita, Y. I(iJl()slz ita and N. JI.1ztrai
In this section we consider the case when d l (s) has no zeros and d 2 (s) has a zero at s= s~, belmv the thresholds of the respective channels. Then we can write
,
Now we define a new set of functions as
From the analyticity and the asymptotic behLr-;:ior of a ij and /9;.1, we obtain (29) 
1:'(s).
Since Tu(oo) =const, the self-energy for the particle /1 diverges as in § 2. Thus, vvhen the second channel contains a bound state at s= S2 in the absence of channel coupling, the contribution of this bound state to the flrst channel is represented by the introduction of an elementary particle with non··vanishing Z3 and infinite self-energy.
It is desirable to obtain the value of S2 from the knowledge of 1'11' Since the scattering amplitude vanishes at the point of the CDD pole, we sLudy the relation betvveen S2 and the one-channel CDD pole. By putting 
8->/.£2 which satisfies the condition 0<Z3<1, and obtain the renormalized functions Tr(s) =Zslj2Tu(s) and .1~./(S) ==Z3-
.1:'(s).
\vhere ) L' should be understood to contain the contribution from possible /:e1'os of 711 (s). Then \ve can re\\Tite Eq. (47) as
Thus we l1nd that S2 and Sa arc closely related and the one-channel CDD pole can be regarded as a represcntati\-e of S2' § 4. Intermediate particles appearing as the channel coupling effects
In this section we consider the 2-channel amplitude for the case when d 2 (5) has not a zero below the threshold. We also assume that d l (.'I) has not a zero belo~v the threshold, for simplicity. In this case we have
--: (' (h (:~').~~J _~.<)_ cis' -_ ~ C (h C<)./;2*./(.')/). cis'.
(51)
in the len\! energy region VI! here s<~Al\IZ, the s-dependence of );1 and the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (51) 
in the len\! energy region VI! here s<~Al\IZ, the s-dependence of );1 and the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (51) are small and we may approximate
we have
Further we determine So by the condition jn l (s) = j~/ (s), which gl\:es \71/ e see that the difference bet \H~Cn Sc and s~ is of second order for channel coupling. Further, if a (s) Inl (s) -)-0 for s--> 00, we can write
in the len\! energy region VI! here s<~Al\IZ, the s-dependence of );1 and the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (51) (54) where (55) [
These identifications are valid in the region 5~41\12, where i11 (s) is real and nearly a constant; we may regard l~. 
[ (54) where (55) [ The result of recent nN phase shift ancdysis l9 ) seems to suggest the necessity of the one-channel eDD poles in P n and P 33 channels.
)
It is very interesting whether one-channel eDD pole appears, and if so, whether we can understand its origin within the framework of the multichannel hadron bootstrapping or vve should assume some materials behind the hadrons.
If the one-channel eDD poles originate from the channels with massive urbaryons such as quarks, we may expect Eegge recurrences and/or SUs symmetry among the zero of the partial-\vave amplitudes. 
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If the one-channel eDD poles originate from the channels with massive urbaryons such as quarks, we may expect Eegge recurrences and/or SUs symmetry among the zero of the partial-\vave amplitudes. The terms" elastic resonance" and" inelastic resonance" used in the recent phase shift analysis docs not coincide with those of rderence 1).
